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Worksheet:  
Build Your Hiring Criteria

In this document you will list your mandatory requirements by category and order of importance. 
Any non-mandatory criteria can be listed at the end of the worksheet. The categories your criteria 
should be broken down into includes: skills, experience, and DNA.

The skill section is dedicated to your ideal candidate’s competencies. An example 
would be around their ability to communicate, which could involve a certain technical 
level or a certain communication method (phone, email, etc). Some other 
competencies you could consider include: their ability to use certain kinds of 
software, their ability to drive revenue, or having the capability of leveraging a specific 
sales methodology. 
 
The experience section is reserved for candidate’s involvements throughout their 
career. These could include certain kinds of company environments, such as: having 
experience in an enterprise level company environment where they will not have the 
constant one-on-one guidance that someone may get while working at a small to 
midsize company. Experience could also include: the kind of clients they’ve worked 
with, the deal sizes they’ve closed, or their years of experience selling in a certain 
vertical.  
 
The DNA criteria is where you can incorporate aspects of your company culture to 
understand if the candidate will add value and fit in well with the rest of your 
employees. An example of this would be listing that you need someone who is 
collaborative due to your sales being very team oriented. Some other DNA you could 
include would be if they need to have a hunter or a farmer mentality, or if they need 
to be a goal oriented individual.

Be mindful when creating the list, as too many filters will result in a restricted pool of candidates. 
Too few requirements will increase the pool, but can leave you with a load of bad matches. Refer to 
this list when reviewing resumes and during interviews. This will make the selection process easier.

A printable hiring criteria template is on the following page.
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Skills
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Experience
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Non-Mandatory

Skills, Experience, and DNA
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